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Dr Jacqueline Small 

Chair A word from the Chair ... 

Chapter of Community Child Health 
Chapter Chat 

Issue 12, June 2010 

Your Chapter Needs You! 

 

As the incoming chair of the Chapter of Community Child 

Health (CCCH), I am well aware of the challenges we have 

faced in recent times, and of the challenges that lie 

ahead. My recent predecessors have indeed been ex-

tremely well respected members of our profession, and 

continue to make substantial contributions to child 

health, particularly in Australia. Anne Smith deserves 

particular mention, as she steps down as Chair of 

the CCCH, no doubt to continue her prominent and valued 

role in forensic paediatrics in Australia. Anne has become 

one of the foremost clinicians in forensic paediatrics in 

Australia, and is a leader in developing that subspeciality 

of community child health. She has most ably maintained 

a united CCCH, respecting at all times the expertise and 

experience that is within our Chapter membership. Anne 

seemed to have an enduring capacity for good cheer at 

Chapter Committee meetings, and as you will have read in 

previous editions of Chapter Chat, pens erudite articles. 

Anne, I wish you well, and thank you for what you no 

doubt will continue to do for community child health in 

Australia and New Zealand. 

 

At a recent CCCH Committee meeting, some key areas 

for attention were identified, including strengthening our 

identity as a Chapter, and developing our roles as leaders 

in community child health. The diversity of expertise and 

practice within the domain of community child health has, 

at times, led to tension, and consideration of alternative 

models and structures to that of the CCCH. Yet, there 

remains little doubt of the substantial relevance of the 

different domains within community child health to most 

of our professional practices. Is it possible to nurture, 

and encourage, the continued development of a high level 

of expertise within one domain, or even in a component of 

that domain, whilst retaining the relevance of a broad 

church of community child health? I am in no doubt that, 

at least for now, there is tremendous strength in the 

diversity of our membership. 

 

How can we improve our identity as the CCCH? I am for-

tunate to know many members of the CCCH, but am sure 

that there are some whose path I cross infrequently, or 

not at all. Who are these members? What do they do? 

What contributions do they make to community child 

health in Australia, New Zealand or even internationally? 

What would they like the CCCH to be doing on their be-

half, or with their involvement? How can we improve our 

awareness of the valuable advocacy by members, even if 

they are not representing the CCCH? What is important 

to nurturing the CCCH and ourselves as community paedi-

atricians? (Admittedly, I have recently received valuable 

advice on the latter!)  

 

The CCCH meetings have provided a much needed oppor-

tunity to maintain our identity, by meeting together, ex-

ploring common issues and concerns, sharing initiatives 

and successes and by just plain having a good time. You 

will read in this Chat about the upcoming meeting in Oc-

tober, to be held in Melbourne. As a CCCH, we are well 

aware that outcomes in community child health are large-

ly achieved through interagency and interdisciplinary 

collaboration. Perhaps through the Chapter meetings we 

can develop collaborations that might serve to further 

develop ourselves as community paediatricians and to 

contribute to improved community child health practice 

and outcomes.  

 

Another key area that the Chapter Committee wishes to 

explore, is how experts within the CCCH might contrib-

ute to practice within other fields of paediatrics, other 

fields of medicine, or even other health professions. This 

concept is not unique, with common curricula across col-

leges increasingly being explored. Child protection has 

been recognised at a national level as requiring new ways 

of practice, greater consistency of standards of prac-

tice, and a field in which the more vulnerable children in 

our community continue to experience concerning health 

and developmental outcomes. The enthusiasm of the 

CCCH members could well be harnessed to continue the 

development of standards and training in this field. 

 

My practice is in child development, particularly with 

those children with, or likely to have a developmental 

disability. 

 

     (Cont. over) 
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A word from the Chair … Cont. 

Paediatricians play critically important roles in many as-

pects of the health care for these children. The needs of 

these children and their families remains substantial, and 

our systems excessively complex. Surely the needs of 

children with developmental disability should return to 

prominence on the agenda of the CCCH, after all, they 

remain a very vulnerable group, who, as adults, have poor 

health outcomes and limited access to services.  

 

I hope that you find this edition of the Chat interesting, 

challenging, and entertaining! There remains a standing 

invitation for you to contribute to future editions, or to 

suggest someone else who might . I would particularly like 

to acknowledge members of the CCCH Committee: Dave, 

Giles, Liz C, Liz P, Chris, Terry, Alaric, Cathy and 

Colin. Please don't hesitate to contact me, another mem-

ber of the committee or Colin (he's the best person if 

you want to ensure your message reaches the right peo-

ple) if you have a concern, gripe, or other news  worth 

sharing. 

 

Jacqueline Small 
Chair, CCCH 
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2010 Chapter Satellite Day 

Theme: Little Brains Under Strain: Mental Health in the under 5s 

Date: Sunday, 10 October 2010 

Venue: Ella Latham Lecture Hall at The Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne  

A dinner is to be held on Saturday, 9 October.  

More information is on page 6 of this edition of Chapter Chat 
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Chapter of Community Child Health Committee  

Current Membership List 

Chair 

Dr Jacqueline Small 

 

Elected Member 

Dr Giles Bates 

 

Child Population Health SIG Chair 

Dr Elizabeth Craig 

 

Child Protection SIG Chair 

Dr Terence Donald 

 

SAC in Community Child Health Chair 

Dr David Graham 

 

Advanced Trainee 

Dr Alaric Koh 

 

Casual Vacancy (recently appointed) 
Dr Catherine Marraffa 

 

Elected Member 

Dr Catherine McAdam  

 

Elected Member 

Dr Elizabeth Peadon 

 

Child Development & Behaviour SIG Chair 

Dr Chris Pearson 

 

Photo of the Chapter of Community Child 

Health Committee (+ friend!) during a busy meeting!! 

From left to right standing: Cathy McAdam, Elizabeth Peadon, Liz Craig, Jacqueline Small, Colin Borg, Alaric Koh and 
Chris Pearson. 

Seated: Terry Donald and Anne Smith 

Apologies: Giles Bates, David Graham and Catherine Marraffa 
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Getting to Know CCCH Members 

 

Dr Bindu Baburaj 

Dr Richard Brown 

Dr Vanessa Brooks 

Dr Sukanya De 

Dr Deborah Feldman 

Dr Shilpa Gaikaiwari 

Dr Sharon Kraus 

Dr Robert Leitner 

Dr Wing Kwan Lok 

Dr Martha Mherekumombe 

Dr Riju Mittal 

Dr Janka Paprckova 

Dr Deepa Singhal 

Dr Irene Skiathitis 

Dr Robert Slade 

Professor Barry Taylor 

Dr Otilie Tork 

Dr Alisa Tuck 

Dr Michael Watson 

Dr Rowena Yates 

Dr Terence Yoong 

 

Welcome to new members of the Chapter: 

 

Current Job 

Deputy Director of Developmental Medicine RCH Melbourne 

 

Favourite activity  

Asking questions especially "why am I completing this form?" "why are you collecting this information?" "what will 

be done with this information? and "can we just think about this from the patient’s point of view"? "why do we 

need another coordinator/manager?". 

 

Pet hate  

People who tell you what to do and then ask you to tell them how to do it more efficiently, when they have never 

spent a day in a clinic seeing patients.  

 

Serious goals 

1.Ensure that if we save the lives of  young children with complex medical/developmental problems we ensure 

there are the resources to support them in the community once they leave the hospital and once they leave child-

hood and adolescence 

2.Teaching the young ones to take a proper history first, then think about fancy tests. 

 

       Catherine Marraffa 
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Getting to Know CCCH Members ...cont. 
I was asked to write a bit about how I became involved 

with the Chapter. It was really a case of one thing led to 

another. During my medical student days I considered 

surgery, then paediatrics, but then general practice 

placements in my final two years confirmed general prac-

tice as my preferred option. Following a second year ro-

tating RACGP internship in Victoria, I worked as a locum 

rotating between three practices, all owned by previous 

family doctors. That all changed when my first-born 

Catherine developed severe epilepsy aged 11 months, af-

ter which I only took on brief locums because of the un-

predictability of Catherine’s recurrent hospitalisations. 

 

During one of those locums, a school nurse approached 

me to ask if I would be interested in joining the DoH 

School Health Service. My first reaction was that I did-

n’t picture my working future examining well children, but 

accepted once I realised I would be seeing referred chil-

dren. In addition to the strong advantage of family 

friendly hours, and the relative lack of urgency to assess 

the children, I enjoyed working with the school health 

nurses, a very skilled group working in disadvantaged are-

as, facilitating access to services, and improving parent 

and teacher understanding of the student’s health and 

educational needs. 

 

In 1980 the School Health Service amalgamated with the 

Mothers and Babies Health Association (MBHA), and 

Child Adolescent & Family Psychiatric Service to become 

Child Adolescent and Family Health Service (CAFHS). 

Graham Vimpani, previously MBHA, with Neil Wigg who 

subsequently joined CAFHS, proposed the formation of 

the Australian Community Child Health Medical Associa-

tion, usually known as ACCHMA, under the auspice of the 

Australian College of Paediatrics. It was decided the in-

augural president should be a community medical officer 

rather than a paediatrician, so I was approached to take 

on the role, presiding over the inaugural meeting in Can-

berra. ACCHMA later morphed to become the current 

Chapter. 

 

In general practice, I had seen some children with disa-

bility, and was supportive, but both as a parent and in my 

working life I became actively involved with people with 

disability, and their needs at a number of levels. As man-

ager of the Access Assistant Program, which supports 

students with significant disability including invasive 

health care needs, I presented at a national Australasian 

Society for the Study of Intellectual Disability (ASSID) 

Conference. Professor Roy Brown, head of Disability 

Studies at Flinders University heard my presentation, 

and keen to have medical practitioners in Disability Stud-

ies, approached me to undertake a Master of Disability 

Studies. For the research component, I chose to increase 

my knowledge of (PMS) as it related to females with dis-

ability, to be able to better answer questions from par-

ents and teachers alike.  By completion of my research I 

realised the difficulty of trying to differentiate between 

Premenstrual Syndrome (PMS) and menstruation pain in 

females with communication difficulties. In talking to 

parents of females with disability I had also become 

aware of many females reported to have cyclical symp-

toms preceding menarche, with the time span from the 

first sign of puberty to menarche much less than the two 

years generally quoted. Consequently I decided to under-

take a PhD titled “Females with disability from puberty 

to menopause” which I have just completed, confirming 

parent reports. In addition to a number of local, national 

and international journal articles and presentations, I 

plan to write a book providing relevant information for 

parents and service providers. 

 

Work wise, I wear four different hats. I am a Community 

Child Health Medical Officer running developmental as-

sessment clinics, a Griffiths Tutor, and co-ordinator of 

the paediatric registrars during their community place-

ments in our Department of Developmental Paediatrics at 

the Women’s and Children’s Hospital;  Medical Consultant 

for the Access Assistant Program which supports stu-

dents with invasive and complex health care needs in pre-

schools & schools; lecture in health issues and disability 

in the Department of Disability Studies at Flinders;  and 

hold a weekly clinic at the Centre for Disability Health 

assessing the 8-25 year olds with ID and often challeng-

ing behaviours. 

 

Margaret Kyrkou 
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How good are paediatricians at listening to children? 

 

I am a community paediatrician working for ACT Health 

and predominantly seeing children referred to the Child 

at Risk Health Unit for concerns of possible abuse and 

neglect.  I see children from ACT and NSW. 
 

I have been a paediatrician for more years than I care to 

remember and have been in my present job as a communi-

ty paediatrician, predominantly seeing children living with 

many “risk” factors, for the past twenty years. 

 

As paediatricians - and particularly as community paedia-

tricians - we pride ourselves on the effort we put in to 

communicating with families and children.  However, some 

young children I have seen in recent weeks have made me 

wonder just how great my skills at conversing with chil-

dren really are.  This in turn led me to think about the 

skills of those others whose “business” is children and 

their wellbeing.  Can any of us confidently communicate 

with children as well as we believe we would if we were 

communicating with adults? We can talk to children com-

fortably, but how much of that talk is commonplace plati-

tudes? 

 

We are all more comfortable talking to adults, which is 

possibly as it should be - but how competent are we at 

really listening to children in order to find out what they 

want to tell us? 

 

Do we encourage children to tell us what they think we 

have actually said to them?  How confident might they be 

that they can question us on what we have told them and 

tell us what bothers them about our intentions as they 

understand them? We explain to children what we intend 

to do, but how often do we give them time to think and 

ask questions? Should we routinely offer them the op-

portunity to talk to us alone - even four and five year 

olds? 

 

One of these families who caused me to question my com-

placency, had major health and protection issues and the 

four young children I saw had appropriately been re-

moved from an unsafe home two weeks prior to my seeing 

them.  One child had recently had a birthday and I asked 

how it had been.  Unexpectedly he replied “Dreadful! The 

police came to our home the next day and took us away.  

We didn’t know what was wrong and we were scared and 

cried.  We saw our parents later at the police station, 

but we are living in other places and haven’t seen them 

since and I want us to be together again at home. Can you 

tell the people that?” 

 

How do we learn how to explain the almost unexplainable 

to children?  We have all been children and thought and 

communicated as children.  However, we seem to have 

“put away childish things” to such an extent that we no 

longer have any useful connection with that early commu-

nication. 

 

On the other hand, children have no experience of being 

adults, but can develop an amazing capacity to anticipate 

adult (especially parental) behaviours and expectations 

and act accordingly. This is particularly so for children 

who have led chancy lives and need to think for them-

selves. 

 

At the times when we have some involvement in upending 

a child’s world - through medical treatment or child safe-

ty interventions - how can we improve our skills and ca-

pacity to support and listen to these children more ef-

fectively?  Time is certainly a factor in our “time poor” 

society.  Maybe the deliberate inclusion of adequate 

time, from the child’s perspective, is our most powerful 

therapeutic intervention to improve outcomes for chil-

dren. 

 

This could also make us far better interpreters of these 

children’s wishes in other aspects of their lives where 

they feel powerless and frightened - once we are confi-

dent that we can truly 

hear what we are being 

told. 

 

Sue Packer 

Getting to Know CCCH Members ...cont. 
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Chapter of Community Child Health (CCCH) Satellite Day 

Sunday, 10 October 2010  

Ella Latham Theatre at Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne 
 

Sunday, 10 October 2010 should be marked in your diary now! 

 

Yes it’s the date of the CCCH Satellite Day – a day of great learning, networking and competing for the Popula-

tion Health Cup!  But wait, there’s more.. a Soapbox where you get the chance to have your few minutes of fame 

and express your views for all to hear – again with a trophy up for grabs.   

 

We have a very exciting program following the theme of “Little Brains Under Strain” – Mental Health of the 

under 5’s.” 

 

Our meeting will follow on from the 16th Annual CCCH Professional Development Program (PDP) of the RCH on 

8—9  October (see below) so we’ll commence with a dinner on Saturday night where your partners will be wel-

come too.  The PDP program will cover the evolution of mood disorders in childhood, the paediatrician’s role in 

the transition to school and the implications of the NHMRC guidelines for ADHD.   Our speakers are being final-

ised and registration will be available on-line soon, so plan a day at the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne 

and send the rest of your family along to enjoy a visit to the famous Melbourne Zoo that is just around the cor-

ner.  Registration for the back to back meetings will be separate so don’t forget to register for both and give 

yourself a day for shopping in Melbourne to make it all worthwhile if you are travelling from afar.  Trainees are 

most welcome and costs have been kept to a minimum to make this event accessible to all. 

 

Further development of the Satellite Day program continues, however it will focus on theo-

ry of attachment and attachment types; presentation of attachment disorders—behaviour 

outcomes; and the broad spectrum of child protection, including the National Child Protec-

tion Framework (Australia). 

 

Looking forward to seeing you there.” 

        Cathy McAdam 
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The 16th Annual Centre for Community Child Health (CCCH) Professional  
Development Program 

 

The Centre for Community Child Health at the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne has been running 

a Professional Development Program (PDP) for paediatricians for 15 years. It is a two-day program 

comprising workshops in a dynamic, interactive format. This year the PDP will be held together with 

the RACP Chapter of Community Child Health satellite day. 

 

The 2010 program dates are Friday 8th and Saturday 9th of October, followed by the Chapter 

CCH satellite day on Sunday the 10th of October. 

 

Friday 8 October 

 

Session 1:  

Caring for children and families with ADHD: the NHMRC guidelines and other influences on practice 

 Overview of the guidelines: what’s new 

 Caring for the child with ADHD: what influences our current practice models?  

Session 2: 

The paediatrician’s role in transition to school in vulnerable populations: lessons from the Australian 
Early Development Index 

 Introduction to School Readiness   

 AEDI in the context of your community  

 Practical strategies for the practicing paediatrician  

 

Saturday 9 October 

 

The evolution of mood disorders in childhood: from irritable infants to troubled teens? 

 Prevalence of behaviour and mood problems in Australian Paediatric practice 

 Emerging internalising symptoms in young children 

 Clinical presentations of internalising disorders in early childhood and  developmental trajecto-

ries 

 Managing children with internalising disorders in the family context  

 Case studies 
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Child Population Health SIG Activities During 2009 

2009 was a busy year for the Child Population Health SIG. The year kicked off with the Satellite Day in May, 

where the Kiwi team took on the Aussies in the inaugural Population Child Health Cup Challenge – despite taste-

ful team uniforms, the Kiwis managed to loose to the Trainees’ Team, although everyone got a medal on the 

day…. and Colin B got to store a rather cumbersome trophy in the College cupboard ….(until the Kiwi’s (try to) 

reclaim it again this year). 

 

We have also had some excellent SIG sessions during the 2009 and 2010 Physicians Week programs including 

sessions on the Effectiveness of Early Intervention Programs for Socially Vulnerable Children, Central Govern-

ment Initiated Well Child Checks, Indigenous Child Heath, and Child Health Issues in the Asia/Pacific Region. 

 
As a SIG, we also aim to work on one collaborative project a year, with SIG members contributing their exper-

tise as their interests/other work commitments permit. During 2009 we worked with a number of other organi-

sations (e.g. Paediatric Society of NZ, Maori SIDS, TAHA Well Pacific Mother and Infant Service, NZ Child 

and Youth Epidemiology Service, Christian Council of Social Services) to develop the Children’s Social Health 

Monitor- a suite of indicators to monitor the impact of the economic downturn on child wellbeing.  The website 

for the NZ version of the Children’s Social Health Monitor http://www.nzchildren.co.nz (developed with support 

from the Starship Foundation) was launched in November at the Paediatric Society of NZ conference in Hamil-

ton. The launch generated significant media interest and the Monitor was also tabled in NZ Parliament (with the 

Government’s response to the Monitor being raised in question time). In New Zealand, the Social Health Monitor 

will be updated on an annual basis by the NZ Child and Youth Epidemiology Service. The SIG, however, would be 

keen to hear from anyone in Australia, interested in adapting the methodology for use in the Australian context. 

 

Looking forward, we are currently considering what our next SIG project might be, and would value any sugges-

tions as to what we should focus on over the next 1-2 years. The SIG will also be organising another Population 

Child Health Cup Challenge for the Chapter Satellite Day in October, and would welcome 

your participation, with a view to preventing the Kiwis taking off with the Cup/ensuring 
that the Kiwis reclaim what is rightfully theirs (delete as applicable). 

 

Liz Craig 
Chair, Child Population Health SIG 

2009 Population Child Health Cup winners: Trainees’ Team (plus presenters of the winning trophy!) 

http://www.nzchildren.co.nz/
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Ever had the problem of describing what Community Child 

Health (CCH) is, when chatting up someone at a party? Well 

imagine the difficulty of putting it down on paper, to guide 

Advanced Trainees as to what they reasonably need to know 

at the end of their specialist training! This is further com-

plicated by the fact that under the umbrella of CCH there 

are the subspecialties of Population Health, Child Protection 

and Child Development and Behaviour. Some Community Pae-

diatricians end up working across all three subspecialities, 

some may need dual training with General Paediatrics while 

others work purely in one subspecialty. The training there-

fore has to be flexible enough to provide core components in 

all areas of CCH while allowing more intensive education in 

one of the three subspecialties.  

 

The SAC in CCH has recently put renewed focus on distilling 

the draft curriculum into a document which can be used by 

CCH trainees. The curriculum has four domains of learning: 

the craft of community child health, child population, child 

protection and developmental and behavioural paediatrics. 

Within each domain there are themes and underneath these 

are learning objectives that outline the specific require-

ments. Within the domain of ‘The craft of community child 

health’, there are eight themes from professional leader-

ship, through to understanding the determinants of wellbe-

ing and disease to professional qualities specific to CCH. 

There is also the college’s ‘Professional Qualities Curricu-

lum’, which is relevant to all Basic and Advanced Trainees.  

 

The wordsmiths are now combining the recent changes with 

the work previously done on the CCH curriculum. Once fur-

ther editing is complete it will then go out for review, hope-

fully in the next few months with the aim of the document 

being completed later this year. We look forward to input 

from the wider paediatric group to assist in creating a user-

friendly curriculum to guide both trainees and supervisors, 

whilst maintaining the high standard of specialists exiting 

the program.  The document, once complete, will be used to 

inform a revision of the core requirements assessed when 

training is approved and accredited. It is intended to modify 

and simplify the current system, aiming for a result with 

maximum clarity and consistency. 

 

The SAC in CCH is looking forward to the end product. Many 

training terms/runs are easy to ap-

prove and accredit, but with part-

time training and variability of jobs, 

there are a number of cases where 

it is not easy for the SAC in CCH to 

know whether the core components 

have been fulfilled. In line with this, 

it is vital that trainees apply in ad-

vance for approval of terms/runs. 

 

Dr Giles Bates 

Update on development of the new RACP Community Child Health 

Advanced Training Curriculum 

DOMAIN 1 THE CRAFT OF COMMUNITY CHILD HEALTH 

Theme 1.1 Professional leadership 

Theme 1.2 Determinants of wellbeing 

Theme 1.3 Lifecourse perspective on health and development 

Theme 1.4 Developmental capacity 

Theme 1.5 Family, community and environment 

Theme 1.6 Advocacy 

Theme 1.7 Working in partnerships 

Theme 1.8 Professional qualities specific to community child health 

DOMAIN 2 CHILD POPULATION HEALTH 

Theme 2.1 Wellbeing 

Theme 2.2 Health issues of a population of infants, children and adolescents 

DOMAIN 3 CHILD PROTECTION 

Theme 3.1 Safety and wellbeing 

Theme 3.2 Abuse and neglect 

DOMAIN 4 DEVELOPMENTAL AND  BEHAVIOURAL PAEDIATRICS 

Theme 4.1 Wellbeing in development, behaviour, emotion and mental health in infants, children and young 

people 

Theme 4.2 Disorders of development, behaviour, emotion and mental health in infants, children and young 

people 

Overview of Domains & Themes: 
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RACP Congress 2011 

 

The RACP Congress will be held in Darwin from Sunday, 22—Wednesday, 25 May 2011. 

 

The Paediatrics & Child Health Division will be holding its 3 day program from Monday, 23 

May to Wednesday, 25 May 2010.  The theme for this year’s program is Indigenous Health 
and Chronic Disease 

 

NEWSFLASH: The Paediatrics & Child Health Annual Dinner will be held on  

Monday, 23 May 2011. 

 

More details to follow! 

 

News 

 

Congratulations to Alaric Koh on his newborn baby.   

Baby David was born on Sunday, 2 May 2010 at 4.25am.   

He was 3220gm.  He is doing very well. 

 

Congratulations Alaric! 

 

Alaric is currently undertaking advanced training in  

community child health and serves on the SAC in CCH 

and the Chapter Committee. 
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I am now in the tenth and hopefully final year of my 

paediatric training. During that time, I have watched 

many colleagues make the journey from resident to con-

sultant. 

 

I am struck by the very different journey that each one 

has had on this long quest. Despite the uniformity of 

the guidelines about training, each has had a different 

experience of clinical work, research, study, personal 

milestones, family and community. 

 

My own experience of training had not been ‘usual’. I 

have had three children in the time since completing my 

exam. Configuring my journey around my growing family 

has been challenging. However, I believe that my prac-

tice has been enriched enormously by my interactions 

with my family, and with the community in which we live. 

 

The blend of working experiences over my community 

child health training has been valuable to me. I have 

experienced full time and part time work in hospital and 

community settings. Having the opportunity to work part 

time has allowed me to work twice as long in any given 

rotation. In one community clinic I followed my patients 

for 18 months - a ‘luxury’ rarely afforded to trainees. 

This allowed me to build relationships with children and 

families. I have found this longitudinal perspective tre-

mendously valuable. The extended time frames have 

allowed me to pursue prospective research from concep-

tion to implementation during my training and when on 

maternity leave. I am now in the fourth year of attend-

ing the ‘Program of Excellence’ teaching, having attend-

ed during maternity leave. I feel that the length of time 

that I have spent in training has been helpful, rather 

than detrimental to my growth and development as a 

trainee. 

 

I believe that trainees must be supported to balance 

the commitments of work, study, and family. I have 

been fortunate to have this kind of support offered by 

local senior clinicians, and for this I am very grateful. It 

has been very important to me to have had guidance in 

choosing a path that is the most suitable for both my 

training and the demands of my family. This support and 

flexibility has made my training possible, enjoyable and 

relevant to future practice. 

 

Whilst I believe that my training has been effective, it 

has not been easy to create balance. The time limits on 

advanced training and on interruptions to training, in 

particular, have created significant stress for me and 

for my family. Carrying a full time load in the final year 

of my training to enable me to finish within the 7 year 

advanced training time limit has been a hefty burden. 

Properly supervised part-time training over a longer pe-

riod may have been just as effective.  

 

The experiences of my peers tell me that my own expe-

riences are not really that unusual. Major life experi-

ences, be they chronic illness, be-

reavement or childrearing are part 

of life. Every trainee has their 

‘other life’. I believe that a more 

flexible approach to training does 

not create inferior standards. On 

the contrary, it may enhance the 

ability of trainees to grow and de-

velop in the practice of community 

paediatrics. 
 
Louise Butler 

The Road Less Travelled 

Please note that the views contained in this edition may be those of individuals and do 
not necessarily represent the Division or the Chapter of Community Child Health. 
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Chapter members having fun at the Paediatrics & Child Health Division Annual Dinner—March 2010 
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